1. Introduction. Let M denote a compact difierentiable manifold, not necessarily orientable, with fundamental class pEHAM;Z2). Then, there exists a unique class V¡ E Hl(M; Z2) such that (1) (Sqla,p) = (Vl^a,p)
for every a E Hni(M; Z2), and the Stiefel-Whitney classes of M, Wk, 0 ^ Â re, are given by ( 2) Wk = Z Sq'Vj i+j=k according to Wu (see [13] and [9] ). Since (1) remains valid for compact manifolds which are not necessarily differentiable, Wu's formula (2) may be employed to define Stiefel-Whitney classes in the more general situation. Let W = Z W* denote the so-called total Stiefel-Whitney class of M. Then, by a simple algebraic argument W is a unit in the cohomology ring_H*(M; Z2) thereby giving rise to a unique "dual" class W such that W ^ W = 1. If M possesses_a differential structure, then the Whitney Duality Theorem identifies W geometrically in terms of the normal bundle of any differentiable imbedding of M in a Euclidean space, Rn+k. Thus^ in the differentiable case, one obtains information on the dimension of W, namely that W¡ = 0 for i > k (in fact, for i ïï A) if M is differentiably imbedded in Rn+k. In the nondifferentiable case where one defines W (purely algebraically) by the condition W w W = 1, it also has been shown (see Wu_[l3] and Haefliger [6] ), at least if M is a complex, that M C Rn+k implies W¡ = 0 for i ^ A.
The objective here is to prove a Whitney Duality Theorem in the topological (nondifferentiable) situation, thus giving the dual classes a geometric interpretation in terms of an appropriate "normal bundle" associated with "locally flat" imbeddings of the topological manifold M in an (re + k) -manifold S. We construct first a theory of Stiefel-Whitney classes for topological manifolds (not necessarily compact or triangulable) using essentially the tangent space of Nash [10] . We then associate to every "locally flat" imbedding MCS a "normal fiber space" and prove the formula (2) for M compact, thus showing the equivalence of our StiefelWhitney classes with those defined by (2) , in the compact case. Such an approach, namely the use of a normal fiber space, has certain advantages, in addition to avoiding triangulations and compactness. First, one can obtain certain geometric results through its use and secondly one can adapt the numerous techniques used in the differentiable case to the topological situation, with the concept of re-plane bundle being replaced by the concept of a generalized re-plane bundle (see §2).
Singular homology and cohomology is employed throughout and, unless otherwise clearly stated, when the coefficient group is suppressed, the coefficient group of integers Z is assumed.
Preliminaries.
Definition (2.1). An re-manifold M" is a connected separable metric space which is locally homeomorphic to P" (Euclidean re-space). Thus an re-manifold is an ANR (separable metric).
Definition (2.2). Let d>:
Mn->Mn+k denote an imbedding of the manifold M" into another manifold Mn+k. <j> is said to be "locally flat" if for Xl^(E',E'0) such that p'(H(x,t)) = p(x), xEE, O^t^l.
-^o') (read fiber homotopy equivalent) if, and only if, there exist maps of fibered pairs <P:(37,370)^(3T',3^0'):i such that \p<t> ~/l and <p\p ~/l. Both </> and \p will be called fiber homotopy equivalences.
The following theorem is useful in this connection. Its proof can be constructed by a simple extension of the proofs for the corresponding result for single fiber spaces (rather than pairs) given in [4] or [2] . Theorem (2.5). Let (3?, &¿ = (E,E0,p,B), (3", JV) = (E',E0,p',B) denote fibered pairs over a connected space B which is dominated by a locally finite polyhedron, with respective fibers (F,F0) and (F',Fq). Suppose <p: (3^, 3*0) -> ( j^ ', 3^0) is a map of fibered pairs such that the restriction 0o = 0|(F,Fo):(F,Fo)-*(F,Fo) is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. Then, <f> is a fiber homotopy equivalence. In fact, if 0O: (F',F'0) -» (F,F0) is a given homotopy inverse for 0O, íAere íAe fiber homotopy inverse 0: (3? ', 3Fq')->(3?, j^o) for 0 may be chosen as an extension of \p0.
Let us recall the concept of locally trivial fiber subspace. Let 3* = (E,p,B,F), 3¿<¡ = (E0,Po,B,F0) be locally trivial fiber spaces over the same base B, with fibers F and F0, respectively. 3^0 is a locally trivial fiber subspace of 3* provided E0C E, p0 = p\ E0 and for each xEB there is an open set U and a homeomorphism of pairs 4>V. If ( J*, 3*0) = (E,E0,p,B) is a fibered pair with fiber (F,F0) = (p-1(W,Po-1(6o)), b0EB, and if tt(B) designates the space of loops of B based at b0, then a lifting function X for ( 3?, 3^0) induces, in the usual manner, an action X: Q(B) X H*(F,F0;G)^H*(F,F0;G) of Q(B) on H*(F,F0). This action is trivial provided X(w, A) = A, o> E ß(-ß), hEHAF,F0;G).
Definition (2.8) . The fibered pair ( 3*, 3*0) = (E,E0,p,B) with fiber (F,F0) is said to be G-orientable provided the action il(B) X H*(F,F0;G) -^>H*(F,F0;G) (defined above) is trivial. Orientable will mean Z-orientable. Proposition (2.9). // (3?, 3*0,p,B) is a fibered pair, with fiber (F,F0), Proof. The proof is just the same as the corresponding result for single fiber spaces as given in [3] . An re-hpb ( *", ¿*o) is G-orientable if ( ¿*, ¿*u) is G-orientable as a fibered pair.
Definition (3.2).
A generalized re-plane bundle (ra-gpb) (3*, JF0) = iE,E0,p,B) is a fibered pair with fiber iF,FQ) and the following additional properties:
(i) There exists a cross section a:B->E such that Eu= E -a(B).
(ii) (F,F0) ~ (Pn,P"-0), where P" is a Euclidean ra-space, P" -0 is P" minus the origin and ~ designates homotopy equivalence of pairs.
Remark (3.3) . Not all the conditions imposed on an ra-gpb are necessary for the results in this paper. However, a more general concept at this point would be rather academic in this setting.
Let PnCPn denote the unit re-ball in P", i.e., Dn = jxG R",\\x\\ £ 1}, is the group of homeomorphisms of D" (c-o topology) which are pointwise fixed on dB". We list the following standard properties of y : (i) 7(y,2)(y)=2, (y,z)EV"X Vn;
(ii) T(y,y) = i, yE V11;
(iii) y(y, z) | dD" = 1, (y, z) E V11 X V". 7 also satisfies additional properties which will be useful to us later. Let Proof. The proof of the local product structure in ( 3~, 3^0) is similar to that used in (2.10), employing the map y. Let iF,F0) denote the fiber over a base point A0 E M. Define a: M -> T by <r(A) = A, the constant path at A. a is obviously a cross-section, and condition (i) for an re-gpb is satisfied. All that remains is to show that (F, F0) ~ (Pn, P" -0). This is accomplished as follows. Let U denote a Euclidean neighborhood of the base point A0, and U -F C\ U1, U0= FQf) U1. Then, by suitably shrinking paths (see [7] , Theorem 7.2), (U, U0) ~ (F, F0), where, in fact, the inclusion map iU, i/o) C (P. Fo) is a homotopy equivalence. It suffices now to show that iÜ,Üu)~iU,U-A0). There is a map ß: (Ü, O^iU, U -bu) given by ß(u) = ü)(1), and another map £: iU,U -b0) -> (fj, U0) given by letting £(A) denote the line segment path from A0 to b (there is no loss of generality here in assuming U = R" and U -b0 = R" -0). Clearly, #£ = 1 and it is a simple matter to show that £0 ~ 1: iU, U0) -»(Î7, U0) and our proof is complete. Definition (3.9). i3~, 3~0) (as in Proposition (3.8)) is called the tangent fiber space of the manifold M. Remark (3.10). Both Nash [10] and Hu [7] showed that (T0,po,M) was a fiber space in a sense strong enough to imply the universal covering homotopy theorem. Neither seemed to observe the local product structure. Remark (3.11). Let G0(M) denote the topological group in (3.5) when Mis compact. Then G0(M) acts on the fiber (F,F0) in (3*~, 3^0)-Again, it is a simple matter to check that 3^~ and 3^0 are Steenrod bundles with group G0(M).
There is a natural map 0: (3r, J^o) ->(j£,j?Q) given by 0M = MO),aKD).
When restricted to fibers,
has the following property.
Proof. Let U denote a Euclidean neighborhood of b0 such that the inclusion map j:(U,U -60)-»(M,M -b0) induces an isomorphism j*:
It follows from the proof of (2.13) that Proof. Let X',X" denote lifting functions for (3^, 3¡~o) and (Jt,JCo), respectively, and let o> E Q(B) denote a loop based at b0. Define w':(F,F0) -* (F, F0) and «":
Then, the following diagram (using Proposition 1 of [12] ) is homotopy commutative
Hence, at the homology level u)*0o* = 0o*<«>*-Since 0O* is an isomorphism, it follows that coi' is the identity homomorphism if, and only if, coi is. Thus, the action of Í2(B) on B*(F, F0; G) is trivial if, and only if, the action of Í2(B) on H*iM, M -b0;G) is trivial, and our result follows.
Definition (3.14). A manifold Af is orientable if the re-hpb iJt,Jt^ is orientable.
Remark (3.15). The above definition is justified since geometrically it means that when a generator g of H*iM,M -b0) is "carried" around a loop based at A0, we "return" to g. It is easy to show that this definition is equivalent to others usually employed (e.g. the sheaf-theoretic definition or the definition of orientable in the triangulated case).
Proposition
(3.16). A manifold M is orientable if, and only if, its tangent fiber space ( 3~, 3^0) is orientable as an ra-gpb.
Suppose that the re-manifold Af possesses a differential structure and let té= iE,q,M) denote the tangent bundle of M and té0 = iE,q0,M), q0 = c7|P0, the sub-bundle of nonzero vectors. Then, ité,té0) is clearly an ra-gpb, in fact, the fiber is precisely iR",Rn -0). It is known, Nash [10] , that té0 is fiber homotopy equivalent to 3^0 and the same techniques show the following.
Proposition (3.17). (3~, 3^a) ~,(té,té0).
Remark (3.18). Theorem (2.5) may also be used to prove the above proposition.
Fibered pairs admit a "Whitney sum" as follows. Suppose (3?,3TÙ = (E,E0,p,B), (3r',3Tti = (E',E'0,p',B)
are fibered pairs with respective fibers (F,F0) and (F',F'0). Let
where px and p2 are projections on the first and second coordinates, respectively. Set p" = ppx = p'p2, p'i = p"|Fo', F" = Fx F', and F{ = (FX F'0) U(FoXF').
Proposition-Definition (3.19). (3th, 3*%) = [E",E'¿,p",B\ is a fibered pair with fiber (F",F'¿) called the Whitney sum of Í37, 3*^ and Í37', 37'a) and is designated also by ( 5*, 3*^ &Í37', 37'(>).
Proof. Suppose X,X' are lifting fonctions for (3?, 3?0) and (3*',3?o), respectively. A lifting fonction X" for (3?", 3*'¿) is obtained by setting X"((x,x'),o>)(t) = (X(x,w)(t),X'(x',w)(t)), Oáígl, where (x,x')EE", uEB1. Remark (3.20) . (E",px,E) is just the fiber space induced by the map p : E -> B and the fiber space 3*' over B.
Proposition ( Then, G0,(Dn+k) is a topological group naturally imbedded in G(S), the space of homeomorphisms of S. Hence, if i:G(S)->G(S) is given by i(h) = A"1, the function iy. VX V->G(S) is a map, without assuming S compact. The local product structure of (3^,-^0) at 60 is given as follows. Let (F',F'o) = {q~l(b0), qô^bo)), where, of course, q0 = q\NQ. Define
by <kvn(b,o3)(t) = y(b0,b)(w(t)), O^t^l, (6,0,) E V" X F'. 0^ is a homeo- .7)) it is a simple matter to check that £0 ~ 1. Thus, (F',F'o) ~ (P*,P* -0) and our proof is complete. It is a simple matter to check that on a single fiber 77 is a homotopy equivalence of pairs and hence 77 is also a fiber homotopy equivalence, using Theorem (2.5). Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Remark (4.7) and Proposition (4.8).
Remark (4.2). Suppose S (as above) is compact, and let Gff(S) denote the subgroup of G(S) consisting of homeomorphisms
(i) p(Bf(x,f))=p(x), Oútúl, xEU; (ii) H(x,t) = x, xEM, O^t^l; (iii) H(x, t) E U0, x E i/o, 0 ^ t ^ 1;
Corollary
Definition (4.10). If ( 3?, 3?0) = (E, E0,p, B) is a fibered pair and A C B isa subspace of B, then (3^,3^0)\A, the restriction of (3^,3^0) to A, is the fibered pair (p"1(A),p0"1(A),p|p~1(A), A). We now reach the fundamental theorem of this section. Theorem (4.11). Suppose M ES is a locally flat imbedding of an n-manifold M in an (re + A)-manifold S. Suppose further that (3^,3^~o) is the tangent fiber space of M, i^V, -JQ is the normal fiber space associated with the imbedding and ( 3r*, 3^0*) the tangent fiber space of S. Then (JT, ^o) © <A,S0) ~f<f, -Fo*)\M.
Before we proceed with the proof, we will set forth a few lemmas, assuming the hypotheses and notation of Theorem (4.11) as well as the following notation. (c) Hence, d>a (properly restricted) also provides a local product structure for 13,-A).
Proof. Because the situation is homogeneous, we restrict ourselves to a fixed AoGM, with A0 also determining the respective fibers. Employing the notation of Proposition (4.1), we may identify Dn+k with a closed neighborhood (in S) of A0 such that Dn+k C\M = D". Recall from §3 the map y. V+*X V+k->G0(Dn+k) which also satisfies y. VX V->G%(Dn+k).
The local product structure for i3r*, 3~0*), the tangent fiber space of S is given (Proposition (3.8)) as follows:
where <t> ^+*(A, co) it) = T(A0, A) («(f)), 0 ^ t g, 1, co E F*. A look at the proof of Proposition (4.1) tells us that V+* restricted to ( V"x F', V X Fo) is precisely 4j/" in that proposition. Since iF*,F¡¡;) = iF,F0), <t>vn+k restricted to ( V" X F, V X F0) gives a local product structure at A0 satisfying condition (b) of the lemma. Condition (a) is easily observable and our lemma follows.
Lemma (4.13). TAere is a lifting function X for the fibered pair ( 3~, 3^0) with the following properties.
(a) // co0 is a constant path in M ( Aerace co0 E T) then for any path a in M such that co0(0) =a(0), we have X(co0,a)(i) is the constant path at a(t),
O^t^l. Lemma (4.14). Suppose i3*, JF0) = (F,F0,p,P) is a locally trivial fibered pair, fiber (F, F0), with a given open covering { Ua ) and local product structures ip-liUa),pôliUa)) ^^iUa xF,UaX Fo).
Suppose U0 is a member of \Ua) containing the base point b0 and d>0 the homeomorphism giving the local product structure over U0. Then, for any open set V in B such that b0E VE V E U0, there is a lifting function X for i3*, JF0) with the property that if xE F and « is a path in V such that p(x) = «(0), fAera X(x,«)(f) = «o(«(r),x), 0£ tal.
Proof. Take the covering { U" [ and obtain a refinement as follows. U0 and V are given so that b0E VC VE U0. For Ua jt U0 let Va =(B -V)
O U_"-Then j Va, U0} is a refinement of { Ua } with only U0 covering points of V. Now, apply the proof of the Uniformization Theorem of Hurewicz [8] to the open cover { Va, U0\.
Lemma (4.15). TAere is a lifting function X for the fibered pair (3~, 3~0)
satisfying the three conditions of Lemma (4.13) and in addition the following. If Dn+k is a closed neighborhood of the base point b0, as in Lemma (4.12), with interior V+k, then for some subset W iopen in M) of V = V+* f] M, X(«,«)(f)(s) = 0v»+*(«(i),«)(«) = yib0,ait))wis), 0 S«,f g 1, where « G F aEW', and «(0) = a(0).
Proof. Combine Lemmas (4.13) and (4.14).
We turn to the proof of Theorem (4.11).
Proof of Theorem (4.11). Let X denote a lifting function for i3~, 3~0) Note that p(r) = t(0) = <r(0), since (<r, T) EE" and the application of X is permissible. If the path t E N0, then the path X(r, <r)(f) E Nq, 0^(|1. Hence for f > 0, X(r, a)(f)(f) $ M and thus a fortiori, ^(<r, r) G T0. If a E T0 and tEN_ is a constant path ^(ct,t) = a E T0E T0. Thus, if Í<j,t)EE'¿, (<t,t) E T0. If (<j, t) consists of constant paths, \¡/(o,t) is likewise the constant paths at a(0) = t(0). Clearly pï(o-,t) = q"(a,T) and ^ is then a welldefined map of fibered pairs. All that remains is to show that the restriction of ^ to a fiber, namely, It is clear that G0 = ß and Gx = 0oa and the diagram is homotopy commu-tative and hence 0O is a homotopy equivalence. Thus our proof of Theorem (4.11) is complete. (F, F0) . Then, there is a spectral sequence associated with a filtration of singular cochains C*(E,E0; G), G any coefficient group, whose E2-term is naturally isomorphic to H*(B,H*(F,F0;G)), where H*(F,F0;G) is a local coefficient system determined by the action of Q(B) on H*(F, F0; G) as given in §2.
Let us denote the terms of the spectral sequence associated with the fibered pair ( 3¿, 3*0) by EP,q and the terms of the spectral sequence associated with the single fibration 3^= (E,p,B) by EP,q. Let us suppose that our coefficient group G is a commutative ring A with unit. Then, following the techniques in Serre [12] , a mixed cup product of the type H*(X: A) <8> H*(X, A; A) ->77*(X, A; A) can be introduced into these ipectral sequences to induce pairingŝ » :£?■«<» ËP'-q'^ËP+p''q+q'. This cup product also behaves well with respect to the spectral sequence isomorphisms, i.e., the following diagram is commutative 6. Stiefel-Whitney classes. Now that a certain amount of fundamental theory of ra-gpb's has been developed we rely strongly on the theory of Stiefel-Whitney classes already developed in the differentiable case. In particular, we follow the exposition of Milnor [9] . Throughout this section the coefficient group will be Z2, when no coefficient group is displayed in the notation. Proposition (6.9) . If an re-gpb ( 3?, 3^o) has a contractible base, it is fiber homotopy equivalent to the trivial re-gpb.
Theorem
(6.10). If M possesses a differential structure, the classes WAM) are the classical Stiefel-Whitney classes [9] . Furthermore, if M is differentiably imbedded in Rn+h, the classes WAM) coincide with the classical dual Stiefel-Whitney classes [9] .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Propositions where multiplication on the right is cup product in H*(B).
Proof. The proof is essentially word for word the argument in Milnor [9] with the following comment supplied. If p:E->B is an re-plane bundle in the usual sense then p is a homotopy equivalence. In fact if o:B-*E is the 0-cross-section, then op ~ 1 in a fiberwise manner, the homotopy being supplied by scalar multiplication in F. On the other hand, if p : E -» B is a Hurewicz fibration with contractible fiber, p need not be a homotopy equivalence. Nevertheless, using the Vietoris Mapping Theorem for fiber spaces and singular homology (Serre [12] ), p induces isomorphisms at the cohomology level.
Combining Theorems (6.7) and (4.11) we obtain the Whitney Duality Theorem for locally flat topological manifolds.
Theorem (6.12). Let MES denote a locally flat imbedding of a_ topologi- We now develop the formula of Wu ( §1) and give what is needed to adapt the proof given in Milnor [9] . We will make use of the Poincaré Duality for compact topological manifolds and the X-product in singular cohomology, both subjects being very carefully presented in Puppe [il] . Let M denote an ra-manifold, fixed throughout the remainder of this section. Furthermore, let p¡: M X M->M, i= 1,2, denote the usual projections on the first and second factors, respectively, and let A denote the diagonal in M X M. As in Proposition (3.5),
is an ra-hpb with fiber (M,M -A), A a fixed base point in M. If (J5% 3~0) = iT,T0,p,M) is the tangent fiber space of M, there is a natural map (see §3) of fibered pairs, *: i3~, 3~^ -» C#,^0) given by
Letting (F,F0) denote the fiber over A in i3^,3~^ we recall that to*: H*iM, M-b;G)^ H*{F, F0; G)
is an isomorphism for any coefficient group G, where *0 is the restriction of* to (F,Fo).
A standard spectral sequence argument then gives the following Proposition (6.14). // M is G-orientable, the uiove map \p induces isomorphisms **: H*iM X M,M X M -A; G)^H*iT, T0; G). Let U designate the nonzero element of IFiT,T0) and U' that unique element of B"(M X M,M X M -A) such that **(£/') = U. Furthermore, set U = j*({/') and assume M is compact throughout the remainder of this section.
Proposition
(6.15). f*iU) = u, the fundamental class of H"iM).
Proof. Clearly i* is an isomorphism and since A* is also, we have k*ibiU') = ß = fb*j*iU')=fb*iü). (
Since jm = k, m * is an isomorphism and hence p*a'* is an isomorphism. Hence a'* is injective. But a*A* = i*a* and hence a* is injective. Thus a* is an isomorphism and our proof is complete. Theorem (7.5). Suppose the imbedding MES has the additional properties that M is a closed subset of S and the normal fiber space (S, S>) is Gorientable. Then, the mapping t¡:(N,N0)->(S,S-M)
given by £(w) = o>(l) induces isomorphisms t*:H*(N,N0;G)^H*(S,S-M;G).
Proof. £ = a\ where x* is the isomorphism of Proposition (7.4) and a* the isomorphism of Theorem (7.4). Remark (7.6). Theorem (7.5), of course, remains valid for cohomology. The proof of the following proposition follows standard lines and we leave it to the reader. Proof. The proof in Milnor [9, Theorem 12] applies with only the following comment necessary. The mapping ir:E->B induces isomorphisms w*: H*(B,A) ->H*(E, A) via the Vietoris Mapping Theorem for fiber spaces and singular cohomology. Since ng = 1, g*ir* = 1. Hence, ir*g* = 1.
Let us continue now under the assumption that the normal fiber space iyV^o) is A-orientable and set WkiA) =X_EHkiM;_A) where X is the Euler class of ( *, *«). Also, it is clear that WkiZi) = Wk (Definition (6.4)), the top dual class. Theorem (7.12) . Suppose M ES is a locally flat imbedding with M closed in S and A-orientable normal fiber space Ç3, VrC). Suppose U" E HkiS, S -M; A) is given by £*([/") = U' EHkiN,N0; A) where £* is the cohomology iso- -» Y such that 770 is the inclusion map and H AX) EY -X for 0 < f ^ 1.
If M E S is a differentiable imbedding, where M and S are differentiable manifolds of dimensions re and re + A, respectively, then M is instantly deformable into its complement when A > re. This is because the classical normal sphere bundle is a (A -1)-sphere bundle and all obstructions to finding a cross-section vanish. In fact, if the imbedding is such that the associated normal bundle is orientable, then this result remains valid for A ^ re, provided S = Rn+k. We now proceed to investigate the corresponding result for locally flat imbeddings of topological manifolds.
Lemma (8.2). Suppose (E, p, B) is a fiber space andg: B' -> B is a dominating map, i.e., there is also a map A: B->B' such that gh ~ 1. TAere, if (E',p',B') is the fiber space induced by g, p admits a cross-section if, and only if, p' does. = pq'o'h = gp'<r'h= gh ~ l.Thus, pr-^1. This is sufficient (see p. 15 of [5] ) to insure the existence of a cross-section a for p.
Theorem (8.3) . Suppose M ES is a locally flat imbedding of a topological n-manifold M in a topological (n + A) -manifold S (M need not be closed in S). Then, if k> n, M is instantly deformable into its complement. metric) and also of dimension re, there is an re-polyhedron P (locally finite) and a dominating map g:P-*M. Let (Nó,q'0,P) denote the fiber space over P induced by the map g. A standard obstruction argument applied to (Nó,qó,P) yields a cross-section for q'0 and hence by Lemma (8.2), there is a cross-section <r for q0. But N0 consists precisely of paths which start at a point of M and never hit M again. In particular, if b EM, <r(b) (0) = b, and tr(6)(f) GS-AfforO<f^l.
The required deformation H:MxI^S is then given by H(b,t) = a(b)(t), Oáí^l.
Remark (8.4). Theorem (8.3) for the case A = re remains valid if M C P"+* in a locally flat manner and if furthermore M is closed in Rn+k and the associated normal fiber space is orientable. The proof of this fact requires a development of more obstruction theory in this setting and this will be discussed in another work.
Suppose M E Rn+k and one has given a tubular neighborhood (U, U0,p, M) (Definition (4.4) of Af). This tubular neighborhood may be given by topological methods and not through the normal bundle of a differentiable imbedding. The question as to whether this tubular neighborhood is actually a product is of interest. Added in proof. If Af is a topological re-manifold, the group G(M) of self-homeomorphisms of M is a topological group, using the c-o topology, without the assumption of compactness. The proof of this is simple and direct. Alternatively, a more general result of William Browder says that if X is locally compact and locally connected, G(X) is a topological group in the c-o topology. These remarks are pertinent to Remarks (3.6), (3.11), (4.2) and to slightly simplify a few arguments in § §3 and 4. Finally, the "conjecture" in Remark (4.6) is not difficult to establish and the author is indebted to James Kister for this observation.
